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KinderTrack4-NY Release Notes

Version: 4.2.13

SPR # State Problem Solution

Standard Fixes
 59299 NY In certain situations, the system would produce 

attendance sheets for the same time period for the 

same child/provider combination.

Added additional logic to the stored procedure to ensure 

that overlapping attendance sheets are not created.

 60492 NY In certain situations, the CCFS Not Payable flag was not 

being cleared when a payment was set to Paid status.

Corrected an issue with the stored procedure used to clear 

the flag during the payment process.

 63013 NY Added the hourly label H: to the After Hours section of the 

Provider Authorization Letter.

 63123 NY In certain situations, the provider Type of Care 

displayed on the Payment Page did not match the type 

of care being used for a payment. This could happen 

when a providers type of care was changed after the 

payment was created. This was a display issue only; 

there were no payments incorrectly calculated.

Modified the stored procedure used to display the provider 

Type of Care on the Payment page.

 63268 NY In certain situations, the Payment screen may show a 

family fee amount for the payment, but the calculation 

does not include the fee. This typically happens when 

the fee assignment is switched from one child to 

another. This was a display issue only; there were no 

payments calculated incorrectly.

Modified the stored procedure that is used to display the 

family fee amount on the Payment page.

 63381 NY There was a discrepancy in the logic used for WPI 2045 

- Child Age Exceeds Program Age Limit, and the 

business rule that does not allow a child to be 

authorized for child care after the program age limit. The 

WPI would fire if the schedule ended on or after the day 

the child reached the program age limit. The business 

rule would fire if the schedule ended on or after the age 

limit, plus one day.

Modified the logic in the Business Rule so that it will not 

allow schedules that end on or after the day that a child 

reaches the program age limit.
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